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User: HNS Eva Shaw has spent 17 years of her life in the shadows- without holding anyone close to truly know the true
Eva. One day she defends her only friend Peter from the relentless attacks of the football team and its team captain Nick
Lewis.

Design[ edit ] Shells in a rack in the underwater magazine serving the "A" turret of Belfast. Belfast is a cruiser
of the third Town class. Seaplanes carried aboard would enable shipping lanes to be patrolled over a wide
area, and the class was also to be capable of its own anti-aircraft defence. With a rate of fire of up to eight
rounds per gun per minute, her main battery was capable of a total maximum rate of fire of 96 rounds per
minute. Her initial close-range anti-aircraft armament was sixteen 2-pounder "pom-pom" guns in two
eight-barrel mountings, and two quadruple Vickers. These could be launched from a D1H catapult mounted aft
of the forward superstructure, and recovered from the water by two cranes mounted on either side of the
forward funnel. Commissioning, prize capture, mining, and repairs[ edit ] Belfast sailed for Portsmouth on 3
August , and was commissioned on 5 August , less than a month before the outbreak of the Second World
War. On 14 August, Belfast took part in her first exercise, Operation Hipper , in which she played the role of a
German commerce raider attempting to escape into the Atlantic. Germany invaded Poland the following day,
and Britain and France declared war on 3 September. In particular, they were to search for the Norddeutscher
Lloyd liner Europa. No enemy vessels were found. On 5 October Belfast intercepted and boarded a neutral
Norwegian factory ship that was sailing in company with six whaling ships. Lilljevach but, in poor weather,
did not intercept or board her. The following day she boarded Tai Yin, a Norwegian ship. Tai Yin had been
listed by the Admiralty as suspicious, so a prize crew from Belfast sailed her to Kirkwall for investigation.
That night, the battleship Royal Oak was torpedoed by German submarine U , which had infiltrated the
anchorage. On the morning following the sinking, Belfast left for Loch Ewe. This squadron was to form an
independent striking force based at Rosyth. One man, Painter 2nd Class Henry Stanton, was hospitalised but
later died of a head injury, having been thrown against the deckhead by the blast. On 4 January Belfast was
decommissioned to Care and Maintenance status, becoming the responsibility of Rosyth Dockyard , and her
crew dispersed to other vessels. During her repairs, work was carried out to straighten, reconstruct and
strengthen her hull. Her armour belt was also extended and thickened. Belfast also received new fire control
radars for her main, secondary and anti-aircraft guns. Her November radar fit included one Type set and four
Type sets to direct the main armament, three Type sets for the secondary guns, and two Type sets for the
2-pounder anti-aircraft guns. She also received a Type general surface warning radar, Type and sets for
identification friend or foe IFF purposes, and a Type and Type for air warning. Her electronics suite also
included a Type echosounder. Belfast was recommissioned at Devonport on 3 November , under the command
of Captain Frederick Parham. This battle, which occurred during the Arctic night , involved two strong Royal
Navy formations; the first, Force One, comprised the cruisers Norfolk , Sheffield and Belfast the 10th Cruiser
Squadron with three destroyers, and the second, Force Two, comprised the battleship Duke of York and the
cruiser Jamaica with four destroyers. The next day Force One encountered Scharnhorst, prevented her from
attacking the convoy, and forced her to turn for home after being damaged by the British cruisers. As
Scharnhorst did so, she was intercepted by Force Two and sunk by the combined formations. After
Scharnhorst turned away from the convoy, Admiral Burnett in Belfast shadowed her by radar from outside
visual range, enabling her interception by Duke of York. Belfast sailed to Rosyth on 10 January, where her
crew received a period of leave. February saw Belfast resume her Arctic convoy duties, and on 30 March
Belfast sailed with the covering force of Operation Tungsten , a large carrier-launched Fleet Air Arm airstrike
against the German battleship Tirpitz. Launched on 3 April, the bombers scored fourteen hits, immobilising
Tirpitz for two months, with one Barracuda shot down. On 2 June Belfast left the River Clyde for her
bombardment areas. An intervention by the King eventually prevented Churchill from going. On 12 June
Belfast supported Canadian troops moving inland from Juno Beach and returned to Portsmouth on 16 June to
replenish her ammunition. She returned two days later for further bombardments. On the night of 6 July
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Belfast was threatened at anchor by German motor torpedo boats " E-boats ". She evaded them by weighing
anchor and moving to the concealment of a smoke screen. Service in the Far East[ edit ] On 29 July , Captain
Parham handed over command of HMS Belfast to Captain R M Dick, and until April Belfast underwent a refit
to prepare for service against Japan in the Far East which improved her accommodation for tropical
conditions, and updated her anti-aircraft armament and fire control in order to counter expected kamikaze
attacks by Japanese aircraft. By May , Belfast mounted thirty-six 2-pounder guns in two eight-gun mounts,
four quadruple mounts, and four single mounts. Her empty hangars were converted to crew accommodation,
and her aircraft catapult was removed. Her radar fit now included a Type radar set to replace her Type for
surface warning. Her Type air warning set was replaced by a single-antenna Type B set, while a Type Q was
fitted for close-range height-finding and surface warning. A Type set was fitted for main armament fire
direction. Belfast had been expected to join in Operation Downfall , but this was forestalled by the Japanese
surrender on 15 August With the end of the war, Belfast remained in the Far East, conducting a number of
cruises to ports in Japan, China and Malaya and sailing for Portsmouth on 20 August There she paid off into
reserve, and underwent a refit during which her turbines were opened for maintenance. She also received two
more single Bofors guns, in place of two of her single 2-pounder mountings. By , the political situation in
China was precarious, with the Chinese Civil War moving towards its conclusion. Belfast remained in Hong
Kong during , sailing for Singapore on 18 January Belfast fires a salvo against enemy troop concentrations on
the west coast of the Korean Peninsula. That day Belfast fired an accurate round bombardment from her
6-inch guns, and was praised by an American admiral as a "straight-shooting ship". During Belfast mounted a
number of coastal patrols and bombarded a variety of targets. On 1 June she arrived at Singapore for refitting,
arriving back on patrol on 31 August. In September Belfast provided anti-aircraft cover for a salvage operation
to recover a crashed enemy MiG jet fighter. On 29 July Belfast was hit by enemy fire while engaging an
artillery battery on Wolsa-ri island. This was the only time Belfast was hit by enemy fire during her Korean
service. She paid off in Chatham on 4 November and entered reserve at Devonport on 1 December. Work
began on 6 January Although described as only an extended refit, the cost was substantial for this large
middle-aged cruiser, 5. This last consideration meant significantly enlarging and enclosing her bridge ,
creating a two-tiered, five-sided superstructure which radically altered her appearance. The most significant
change was better accommodations for a smaller crew more fitting of post-war needs, her tripod masts
replaced with lattice masts, and timber decking replaced with steel everywhere except the quarterdeck. Belfast
recommissioned at Devonport on 12 May She arrived at Portsmouth on 19 June Recommissioned in July, she
made a final visit to Belfast from 23â€”29 November, before paying off into reserve on 25 February Belfast
sailed for Gibraltar in company with sixteen RNR minesweepers for a two-week exercise in the Mediterranean
on 10 August. In January parts of the ship and power systems were reactivated and from May to she served as
an accommodation ship taking over those duties from Sheffield , moored in Fareham Creek, for the Reserve
Division at Portsmouth. Following the visit the possibility was raised[ by whom? Gambia had already severely
deteriorated, so attention turned to the possibility of saving Belfast. The Imperial War Museum, the National
Maritime Museum and the Ministry of Defence established a joint committee, which reported in June that the
scheme was practical and economic.
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Shop for Mine Finds by Jay King sterling silver jewelry at HSN. We use JavaScript to create the most functional website
possible for our customers. JavaScript enables you to fully navigate and make a purchase on our site.

Telegram Mining pools are vital to cryptocurrencies, especially in the altcoin department. Very interesting
trends have emerged in this regard over the past few years. A recently announced project, on the other hand,
already causes a lot of concern. It aims to mine all altcoins and dump them on the market in exchange for
Bitcoin Cash. It is not a mining pool which has gone live yet, but the website itself causes plenty of concern
during this initial stage. More specifically, it is a different take on multipool mining, albeit with a somewhat
nefarious purpose first and foremost. To put this into perspective, the SharkPool website makes some bold
claims. That is a very interesting mindset, as it is a sentiment several people have echoed in the past. While
altcoins are great ways of making money, Bitcoin maximalists remain confident they will not matter all that
much when everything is said and done. For SharkPool, these altcoins are only designed to be mined and
dumped on the open market. So much even that the pool will engage in mining empty blocks to disrupt the
reward schemes for other miners. All profits generated by this multipool will be converted to Bitcoin Cash. It
is a worthwhile venture, although this may end up hurting the reputation of Bitcoin Cash more than anything
else. Another interesting aspect is how SharkPool is not intent on making any profit. That is a very intriguing
business model for a venture which may end up disrupting numerous altcoins in the near future. Even so, it is
still unclear how all of this will work exactly. Purposefully mining empty network blocks is very controversial
first and foremost, and may make people adverse of checking out this mining pool altogether. Considering
how the platform is not open for business yet, it is difficult to gauge initial miner interest. The SharkPool team
asks users which algorithms they can mine, and none are being skipped at this time. Based on the responses by
miners, the pool will have to shift its focus accordingly. As no one knows who is behind this project or when it
will launch exactly, speculation regarding SharkPool is running wild. The business model outlined on the
website is quite interesting, although not necessarily for the right reasons. Purposefully disrupting altcoin
mining in favor of Bitcoin Cash is controversial, although a lot of miners may see things differently.
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